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Rethinking pedagogy from theory to practice:

😊 Activity: Let’s begin the talk

or
About teaching:

why talking the talk and walking the walk are both important
in teacher development

A: Why did you write ___
B: (Short answer)
A: +1 Q
B: Longer answer

In collaboration with
Fumi Takegami
Prefectural
University of
Kumamoto

Terry Laskowski
Kumamoto University

What Are Personal Theories of Teaching?
Teacher Maxims 原則 (Gensoku) are theories/ principles
that guide teachers actions.
• Personal working principles, which reflect teachers’
individual philosophies/theories of teaching in practice
• Experiences of teaching and learning,
• Teacher education experiences,
• One’s own personal beliefs and value systems
• Apprenticeship of observation (Schon)

😊 Activity
Identifying Teacher Maxims: Personal Theories of Teaching

1. Identify one of your strong teaching maxims:
Your teaching maxim

Please ask me:

Identifying Teacher Maxims:
Personal Theories of Teaching
Examples of Teachers' Maxims 原則 (Gensoku):
* Involvement: Follow the learners' interests.
* Planning: Plan your teaching and try to follow your plan.
* Control: Maintain order and discipline throughout the lesson.
* Accuracy: Work for accurate student output to avoid
mistakes.
* Fluency: Work for fluent expression of thoughts; mistakes are
part of learning.
* Empowerment: Give learners control.

Outline of our presentation
1. Curriculum policy in theory
2. Teacher Change Through Teacher Development

2. Identify class members' teaching maxims
Participant’s
name

Participant’s teaching maxim

3. Policy In Practice
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From the top down
Reform plan focus on Communication abilities:
• JHS
Students should understand and use phrases for
Exam
Preparation
daily topics and exchange simple information. --to
convey ideas and feelings in English, rather than
grammar
and
Less time
for ALTs
andtranslation.
JTEs to plan lessons to meet policy demands
• SHS Students should experience a variety of language
activities such
as presentation,
discussion and debate on
Homeroom
Duties
various topics to understand and convey information
and ideas effectively.

 Language Usage
*Linguistic competence is the knowledge of grammar and
vocabulary.
*Discourse competence is the ability to join thoughts in a
consistent and coherent manner.

What is the goal?
To improve students’ communicative competence
4 areas of Communicative Competence
+ Social (Interactive)
Linguistic (grammar) Competencies
Competencies
Grammatical
competence

Discourse
competence

Sociocultural
competence

Strategic
competence

Is most of the focus on the linguistic side in your teaching?

Conflict with policy: A mismatch in teaching approaches

 Language Use
*Sociolinguistic competence is the ability to say the appropriate
thing in a certain social situation and the ability to smoothly start,
enter, contribute to, and end a conversation, and
*Strategic competence is the ability to communicate effectively and
repair problems caused by communication breakdowns

Conflict with policy: A mismatch in teaching approaches
• “MEXT stipulated in its new Course of Study that English, in
principle, should be taught in English at senior high schools and
that the new policy is to take effect in academic year 2013”.
• “This was shocking to many practicing high school teachers of
English because the teaching method most popularly employed in
Japan now is grammar-translation, where the medium of
instruction is predominantly Japanese (Igawa, 2013)

Communicative and TETE goal does not match
grammar teaching method (Yakudoku)

Reconceptualizations of Teaching
Fullan’s (2007) triad for teacher change needed in teacher
development—all have to happen at the same time:
New Teaching Approach
New or Revised Materials
Change in Teacher Beliefs
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Professional Development (PD) & Active Learning

New Teaching Approach(es)

An inversion of a well-known maxim:

Learning theories

complementary teaching methods

•In PD it’s better to talk the talk;
•and walk the walk

Nature of Learning -Learning Theory- Approach & Method
Nature of
learning

Learning
Theory

Approach

Method

Learning is ‘externally’
transmitted

Learning is socially mediated through language:
Learning emerges through social interaction

Behaviorism: Lab experiments with animals;
*Verbal Behavior in humans
(B.F. Skinner, 1904~1990)

Social Constructivism(Lev Vygotsky, 1896~1934 )

Audio-lingualism / P-P-P /
Oral method Yakudoku

CLT(Communicative Language Teaching)
CL (Cooperative Learning )

Structure (grammar )training
repetition -Ss are passive

Focus on meaning / interactive /collaborative/
project-based learning / learn by doing method
-Ss are active)

Grammar-translation

CLIL Active Learning

Collaborative
Learning

Vygotsky’s basic idea of language and thought
2 ~3 years old
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Should teachers know about learning theories?

and teaching approaches and methods?
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A social-cultural view of thought and the role of language
Cognitive
Development

Social- Cultural Context
Cognitive Tool
‘Languaging’

Communicative
Tool ‘Language’

Learning is socially mediated through language: Learning e
merges through social interaction Translate

Social-Cultural Context

Cognitive
Development
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Social dimension of language and thought:

Talking the Talk In Terms of Teacher Development

A Vygotskian view of ‘language’ is that it is a
vehicle to develop and stimulate thought

For teachers, developing a secondary professional
discourse about pedagogy (teaching) can come from:
• literature on teaching
• in-service programs
• going to academic conferences like today.

 For the teacher, professional (secondary)
discourse can lead to richer conceptualizations or
reconceptualizations to better inform practice

In Social Constructivism:
Learning is a collaborative process
Learning is a learn by dong active process rather than
observing
Learners need chances to build on their experiences and
knowledge rather than observe.
Learners need interactions with others to further construct
(develop) understandings and get feedback on their L2 use

Communicative Language Teaching (CLT)
Also Task Based Language Teaching (TBLT) as listed below：
Focusing on activities that require interaction to
exchange information and solve problems in the target
language
 Focusing on activities that are learner centered, based
on learner’s personal experiences as important meaningful
contributing elements to classroom learning.
 Using authentic ‘real world’ topical materials.
Allowing space for learner creativity in activities.

Making a good environment for communicative activities
Focus on expanded dialogs with T---Ss and Ss—Ss
Allow opportunities for Ss to struggle to express themselves in English
Use pair and group activities to give students two-way exchange tasks
Avoid overcorrecting and over-explaining
Take the bochi-bochi approach: use controlled to less controlled
activities as the students’ levels improve
CLT Encourages Cooperative Language Learning (CLL): learners
participate actively in small, collaborative groups solving tasks

Collaborative Learning
A
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Cooperative Learning
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（Collaborative Learning)

+
Collaborative learning redefines traditional learning:
• when two or more students work together to find solutions to a
given leaning task, such as problem solving.
• It recognizes the value that learning occurs through social
interaction as Ss. benefit from each other’s experiences

+
(Cooperative Learning in Collaborative Learning)

He who by reconceptualizng the Old gains
knowledge of the New is fit to be a teacher
--- Confucius
孔子：“温故知新”
子曰：“溫故而知新，可以爲師矣”
Active learning is not a new idea!

Giving productive roles to students in groups focusing on development of:
• interdependence (valuing teamwork),
• accountability (individual responsibility);
• interaction (supporting members to actively participate)

But the wine is still good

= Active Learning

Student attention span during a lecture is roughly fifteen minutes.
Active learning
Teacher
Comprehensible input in
L2: most authentic and
meaningful exchange
between student and
teacher.
Student output:
Maximized through
interactive activities with
Ss and teacher

• What they remember: the first
10 minutes of lecture 70 % ;
• last 10 minutes 20%
Conclusion:
Including Active learning in a lesson to break up
the lecture [on language work: teaching grammar;
focusing on translation] is important:
to engage students when their attention drifts
(Prince, 2004)

CLIL Model for Active Learning

Ideal Version of CLIL
(Content and language integrated learning)
Target Language

Content:
• Subject
knowledge taught
in a course

CLIL

• Syntax:
Grammar, vocabulary, phonology, etc.
• Discourse functions:
markers such as comparing
/contrasting, order sequencing
,explaining, hypothesizing, clarifying,
confirming, inquiring

Content
Topics in textbook
readings on health,
science, history,
culture, travel,
life experiences, etc.

How to teach. & Why

Pedagogy for
Integrated Learning
Social Constructivist
learning theory:
CLT, CLL methods:
Jigsaw, Task-based,
debates, speech
presentation, poster
activities, etc.,

Language
• Basic:
vocabulary, phonology,
and sentence grammar.
• Academic:
discourse functions
and markers such as defining,
comparing/contrasting,
classifying, explaining,
hypothesizing,

How learners are learned.
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Active learning

Active learning

Institutional: National Curriculum demands

JTE

Local School: Administrative demands

Homeroom/extracurricular Duties

Poster activity / Debate

The Classroom

CLT / CLL /Project-based learning

Social Constructivism
Active learning

Chronological
Concerns (Covering
syllabus, textbook
and test date targets

Comm./
Active/
learning
Lesson

Conceptual Concerns
(Daily lessons based on
syllabus, Textbook, exam
prep.)

Locating The
Comm./Active
Lesson
‘sweet spot’
within
contextual
layers

Active learning

Walking the walk: New or revised materials
Expanding text materials for active learning/TETE/communicative skills
Expanded topics I did in high school in collaboration with JTE or ALTs:
 JHS: School field trip (in groups discuss most impressive aspects of trip and
present ideas on posters—with ALT)
 SHS: Vertical Farming (jigsaw activity to design and present ideas on posterwith ALT); Unicorn
 Curling (Explaining concept of friction to elementary school students—with
JTE); New Treasure
 How primitive people lived (primitive people were not so primitive—divided
students into 4 tribes to develop strategies to gain land—a theme textbookwith ALT); Pro-Vision Kirihara shoten English Communication
 International Bento activity -with ALT
Pro-Vision Kirihara shoten English Communication

Teaching is step by step (scaffolding)

Scaffolding the International Bento activity
Goal: Ss create, design and present international bento concept
7. Evaluate posters in rotation sequence
6. Present posters in rotation sequence
5. Make a presentation script
4. Problem based task: Design a poster on worksheet
then on Poster size paper
3. Students are put into groups
2. Readings and Youtube video on international Bento:
(compact, healthy, variation in cooking, using local ingredients)
1. Brainstorm: Write what comes to your mind about Bento

Case1 JH 2nd

Topic: My Favorite Movie
Activity: Ss create Short Favorite ( Fun ) Story
Summary

Teacher-centered teaching approach

• Brain storming
• Group Discussion
(Create the interesting Story)
• Ss create four-frame comics
（Draw 4 A3 paper)
• Practice for presentation
Voc. Structure are used from
textbook
Delivery, Intonation, eye contact ,
gesture
• Present in the class
• Peer evaluation
Students- centered teaching approach
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Case 2

Case２ SH 1st Topic：Vertical Farming

SH 2nd ：Topic :Curling Chess on Ice
Activity: CLIL based Approach +
Presentation

Activity：Jigsaw ＋ Presentation
• Pitchman’s role
• Designer’s role
• Financial planner’s role
• Troubleshooter’s role

“A group of Young scientists teach
elementary Ss natural phenomena”
A:
B:
C:
D:

Learning Goal

Activities
Task-based activities, Jigsaw activities,
Problem-solving activities, Project based
activities, Speech Presentation, Debates
poster activities etc.,

Static friction
Kinetic friction
Use of friction
What would the world be like
without friction?

Assistance Performance role of JTEs~ALTs

Modeling: Let Ss see. An important role in ALT~JTE
team teaching
Questioning: Talk with Ss beyond comprehension Q’s to
assisted Q’s (what/why/how would you do?)

Teachers’ role
Cognitive Scaffolding: e.g.,
Activating background
knowledge, Give Ss
Supplementary materials

Organizing: Framing interactive activities with clear instructions
Motivating: Meaningful activities, positive feedback, grading
Learning Level

Beliefs: Seeing is believing
Staff &
Professional
Development

Change in
Teachers’
Classroom
Practice

Change in
Students
Learning
Outcomes

Change in
Teachers’
Beliefs &
Attitudes

Guskey’s alternative model of teacher change.
Tell me and I forget; Teach me and I understand; Involve me
and I learn---Ben Franklin
Do you believe?
If so try to make a change in your teaching approach by
looking for new or revised materials to fit it, and see if it
work in practice

Waters and Vilches, 2000 Integrating teacher learning: the School- Based
Follow-up Development Activity
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Waters and Vilches, 2000 Integrating teacher learning: the School- Based
Follow-up Development Activity
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